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A soaked Troy Johnson in the shelter of Somerset Hall after
Wednesday's constant rain.
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New officers must
attend Academy
by Kevin Tenggren
Staff Writer
As-a result of a newlY passed
state legislation, any police of-
ficer hired by the University of
Maine after July 1, 1990, must
attend the Maine Criminal
Justice Academy and par-
ticipate in a comprehensive law
enforcement training program.
Previously, UMaine has been
exempt from sending their of-
ficers to the extended 12-week
training program in Waterville.
However, some UMaine full-
time police officers have taken
part in a mandatory 100-hour
training program sponsored by
the criminal justice academy or
have been through more exten-
sive training as former police
officers, said UMaine Public
Safety Director Alan Reynolds.
Reynolds said he oversees a
30-person department on the
Orono and Bangor campuses
consisting of police, security,
parking and a.traffic division.
He said 12 officers cover
residence hall security and the
remaining 18 are road patrol,
Bears' Den and bookstore
officers.
There are three full-time of-
ficers per shift. The shifts in
elude a day, evening, midnight
and a rotating shift. The
rotating shift covers other of-
ficers' days and evenings off.
The residence hall officers
have the same training as the
other patrol officers, he said.
_ "A majority of dorm officers
I have worked the road and preferthe dorm shift," he said.
Reynolds also said he often
finds the department lacking in
manpower.
"On a normal weekend, one-
fourth of our people are off. If
you have a sickness, then you
have to scramble to fill in the
slots, " he said.
Reynolds said he is pleased
with the new legislation that will
require new officers to go the
academy after July 1, 1990.
"I'm happy to see the man-
datory training. When we
weren't mandated by the state,
our officer's chances of getting
into the 520-hour program at
the academy were limited
because of a long waiting
list, " he said.
Officers who were hired
(see POLICE pag, 4
GSS busy with allocations
University singers get money after performance
by Dan McEnerney
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate
meeting Tuesday night included
a single across-the-board ap-
proval of all club budgets,
emergency relief for a Carib-
bean Island, and a singing per-
formance worth $2,000.
least three people wanted to
know exactly what was being
debated.
"It was confusing," said
Wall. "I don't think the senate
understood my proposal."
In two successive proposals,
the senate voted to end debate
on all budgets and approve
them as they stood.
At first, each budget was be- Allocations approved by the
ing considered individually, included sending $700 to
after discussion on the budget the hurricane-ravaged island of
for the University of Maine's Nevis in the Caribbean.
Outing Club went on for 20 "We want to show that we are
a group who cares," said stu-
dent government Vice President
T.J. Ackermann. "We would be
the first group from UM to
make a move-7--Towartra mile for them."
pluralism. "
minutes, the senate voted to end
future debate.
Club representative Larry
Wall questioned why his
organization's budget had been
reduced from the amount that
it requested.
Executive Budgetary Com-
mittee chairperson Kristine Tut-
tle responded, "with no increase
over last year's funding, the
GSS can not afford to increase
the club's budgets."
During further discussion at
According to off-campus
senator Gunnar Christensen,
Nevis is an independent island
nation receiving no help from
outside influences„The funds
will be used for emergency sup-
plies to be sent directly to the
island to avoid funneling them
through corrupt Caribbean
governments.
One of the meeting's
highlights included a choral ren-
dition of "Amazing Grace" by
the University Singers.
The singing group, which had
never before requested funding
from the senate, was asking for
$1,500 to help support their
spring tour of colleges and high
schools —11110-tighOut New
England.
Brent Littlefield, Dunn Hall
senator, said "any student group
that comes in and goes the ex-
tra mile and gives a special
presentation and the cause
seems viable, we may go the et-
Littlefield doesn't think -the
allocation sets a bad precedent.
"It's the first time they've ever
asked for money," he said. He
added that "other clubs ask us
for money in trivial ways" and
it may encourage them to give
(see GSS page 3)
Soviet and American veterans
share memories in Rockland
ROCKLAND, Maine (AP) — Along the
10,000-foot ridges of central Asia's Tien Shan
mountains, where few Westerners have set
foot, veterans of the Vietnam and Afghanistan
wars sat beside a campfire and shared bat-.
tlefleld memories and a desire for peace.
Americans, most of them former Marines,
Special Forces or paratroopers, recalled how
fellow soldiers in Vietnam were killed or
wounded by gunfire from A1(-47 assault rifles,
supplied by the Soviet Union.
Soviet veterans, also from elite combat
units, offered similar accounts of how their
comrades fell victim to hand-held Stinger
missiles which the United States had shipped
to the Afghan rebels.
"We talked about that quite openly," said
Bob Rheault, the leader of the U.S. group,
"and then we'd think about what would hap-
pen if we started shooting at each other with
our own weapons.
"We'd end the planet," said Rheault, a
retired Army colonel.
For eight days last month, some 35 U.S. and
Soviet veterans trekked across some of the
world's most spectacular and forbidding ter-
rain in an expedition that reflected the spirit
of glasnost, the new policy of openness that
has nurtured a growing number of exchanged
programs between the two superpowers.
"It was a great adventure," said retired
Lt. Gen. Hal Moore, 67, of Crested Butte,
Colo., commander of a 1st Cavalry Division
battalion in the la Drang Valley, the landmark
1965 battle between U.S. and North Viet-
namese forces.
Moore, an outdoorsman who prepared for
the trip by backpacking for four months in the
Rockies, expressed surprise at the ease with
which he and the other Americans were ac-
cepted by the younger Soviet veterans.
"They called me their brother, and they
wanted me to call them my little brothers"
Moore said, adding "I thought they might call
me 'grandfather'."
The route traversed a range of remote and
barren mountains that cuts across western
China into the Soviet Union east of Tashkent.
Rheault said the American veterans were the
first hikers from the West to visit the area.
whose landscape he termed reminiscent of bat-
tlegrounds of the Afghanistan war.
Pockets of snow lingered on northfacing
slopes, but the climate was the driest the
Americans had ever encountered, leaving them
with frequent nosebleeds and cracked skin.
"Every time you would touch your nose, you
would bleed," Rheault recalled.
Despite language barriers — each grout had
(see VETS page 5)
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*work as much—or as little—as you want
•go anywhere on campus while you work
(escorts carry beepers)
*have a friend be your escorting partner
Please Help Improve
the Safety of our Campus
for further infonnation, contact 
the ROC Office (x1761), or
Cathie-McLean (x4751, room 301)
Thursday's Special
Lasagna
Fandango
-- Only $5.25
A generous plateful of pasta.
cheese  and fresh lean meat
smothered in David's own
sauce. Plus oven warmed garlic
bread and odd crip salud for
a budget plf2asina once.
A Unique Italian Restaurant
28 Mill St. Orono,NE 04473 207/866-4200
News Briefs
Defendant convicted of murder of
clam digger Randall Lind
BANGOR, Maine (AP) — One of
three defendants was convicted of
murder Wednesday afternoon in the
shotgun slaying of Washington clam
digger Randall Lind, as two juries
kept deliberating the fates of two re-
maining defendants.
After being convicted of murder,
Gerald Rolerson of Appleton declin-
ed comment to reporters as he was led
from the Superior Court, where the
unusual case that started off as a
four-way murder trial began last
week.
At the outset, four juries were hear-
ing four trials going on in two cour-
trooms, with a pair of defendants in
each room. Defendant David Minter
of Portland copped a manslaughter
plea last week, then testified for the
state.
After Rolerson was convicted, ver-
dicts were still pending in the cases
against Joel Bowman of Liberty,
described as the trigger man in the
New Year's Day slaying, and Charles
Novisky of Union.
;
Each of the defendants whose cases
went to a jury had claimed to have
been a friend of Lind with no reason
to kill him.
After Rolerson's jury convicted him
in four hours of deliberations, his
lawyer, Stanley W. Brown Jr., said he
was not sure whether he would ap-
peal. Brown told reporters that he had
not immediately noticed any 'pro-
blems with the trial.
Court officials had initially said
that none of the verdicts would be
made public until all three were in.
But they decided Wednesday that
since the juries were sequestered dur-
ing deliberations, it would be ap-
propriate to release the verdicts
separately.
During closing arguments, the
lawyer for Rolerson had accused
Bowman of killing Lind, while
Bowman's lawyer accused Rolerson
of killing Lind. Prosecutors said all
the defendants should be convicted of
the slaying, even though just one had
allegedly pulled the trigger.
U.S. Hispanic population increases
WASHING ION (AP) — There are
more than 20 million people of
Hispanic origin in the United States -
a nine-year increase of 51/2 million,
the Census Bureau reported
Wednesday.
"This is our first estimate of over
20 million," said Bureau
spokesman Jorge Del Pinal. "It's up
from about 14.5 million in 1980."
Hispanics constitute 8.2 percent of
the U.S. population and are the fastest
growing large population group. The
bureau said immigration was a major
factor in the increase, accounting for
about half of the growth.
About two-thirds of the Hispanics
in the United States live in just three
states, California leads with 34 per-
cent, followed by Texas at 21 percent
and New York with 10 percent.
Florida has 8 percent of the na-
tion's Hispanics, and there are signifi-
rant populations in Illinois, New—
Jersey, Arizona, New Mexico and-
Colorado, the bureau reported.
Estimates are not prepared for
every state because "Hispanics are not
well spread out throughout the
United States," Del Final said.
The Census report estimated the
total Hispanic population of the
United States at 20,076,00 as of
March, up from 19,431,000 a year
earlier.
The largest segment is Mexicans at
12,567,000, followed by people of
Central and South American origin,
2,545,000, Puerto Ricans, 2,328,000,
and Cubans, 1,068,000. The balance
were of Spanish or other Hispanic
origin.
News Interest Index indicated
people followed Hugo, not Frank
WASHINGTON (AP)
Americans avidly followed news of
Hurricane Hugo:Intl—paid scant at-
tention to another widely reported
story, the personal troubles of Rep.
Barney Frank, according to a survey
released Wednesday.
In its News Interest Index for Oc-
tober, Times Mirror reported that 60
percent of the public followed the
Hugo story very closely, placing it
third on the list of the most closely
followed stories of the past three
years.
Only the explosion of the space
shuttle Challenger and the rescue of
Jessica McClure from a well in Texas
have attracted greater public attention
since the Times Mirror surveys began
in 1986.
Eighty percent of those polled said
they followed news of the Challenger
explosion, in January 1986, very
closely. The-story of the child rescue
in October 1987 was followed very
closely by 69 percent.
By contrail with the attention paid
to the hurricane coverage, only 6 per-
cent said they closely followed stories
about Frank, a Massachusetts
Democrat who has acknowledged
patronizing a male prostitute and
then hiring him as a personal assis-
tant and driver.
This puts the Frank story in a tie
for the least closely followed story of
those surveyed. The troubles of
former Japanese Prime Minister
Noboru Takeshita, who resigned in
May because of an influence-peddling
scandal, were also attended to close-
ly by only 6 percent of Americans
polled.
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East Germany wants to talk
Government holds the line, but expresses willingness to discuss reforms
BERLIN (AP) — The Communist
East German leadership on Wednesday
strongly reaffirmed the nation's commit-
ment to socialism but expressed will-
ingness to discuss possible reforms.
A lengthy statement from the ruling
Politburo capped a day of conflicting
signals as to whether the country would
maintain the course of hard-line leader
Erich Honecker or undertake the type of
reform now sweeping- much of Eastern
Europe.
"All expressions of opinion and sug—
gestions for attractive socialism in GDR_
(East Germany) are important," the
Politburo said. "We are open to discus-
sions. "
The statement, distribiited by the of-
ficial news agency ADN, also addressed
the issue of the exodus of tens of
thousands of East Germans.
"We aren't indifferent when people
who worked and lived here renounce our
German Democratic Republic," the -
statement said. "The reasons for the step
could be varied. We must, and will seek
out them (the reasons) among ourselves,
each in his place, all of us together. "
The statement made no express men-
tion of the country's growing opposition
Movement, but it called on East Ger-
mans to refrain from the kinds of street
demonstrations that swept through the -
country last week and on Monday night. _
Earlier, party sOuces said high-ranking
Communist officials had warned of
possible labor unrest and demanded a__
report on the nation's "critical situation" —
from Honecker.
Also Wednesday, East Germany's
chief ideologist Kurt Hager reversed -
himself and called for reform to_curb___
growing unrest.
The demand for a report, made by
party members at a meeting Tuesday of
the Politburo, suggests Honecker may
face an internal challenge to his 18-year
leadership. The sources disclosed it soon
after the radio broadcast Hager's
remarks.
•GSS
a better presentation.
"1 don't think it will cause chaos, but
any group that has that detailed of a
plan that has their money set aside for
certain areas and hasn't had any proven
areas of wasteful spending then they'll
get (their funding)," he said.
Among the singers was Student
Government President John Gallant, a
former member.
Gallant referred to the group as "one
of the most worthwhile on campus."
One senator, who saw the group per-
form at his high school, was impressed
enough by the club's proposal and
presentation to up the motion to $2,000.
The senate unanimously approved the
motion.
Singers' Representative Daniel
Williams said "I think it's great" and
added, "it is a pleasant surprise."
Also appropriated was $1,000 for the
Substance Abuse Service's Late Night
Local. The Local shuttles approximate-
ly 4,000 students to on and off campus
sights on weekend evenings, providing a
safe mode of transportation for
everyone, free of charge.
A number of senators expressed con-
cern about a proposal to give $1,500 to
the new Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity to
help them get started.
Much of/the concern centered on
whether or not the GSS should ap-
Party sources, speaking on condition
of anonymity, said some members of the
163-seat Central Committee were invited
to the meeting of the Politburo, which
has 21 members. The sources said the
meeting continued late Wednesday.
They quoted the complaining officials
as telling Honecker "there is no time to
waste."
Honecker was told some workers
already were refusing to work overtime
and called on the government to address
the "increasingly pressing questions" of
the nation's people, the sources reported.
He was asked to report by theend of the
week, they said.
Politburo member Egon Krenz was
responsible for the restraint shown by
security forces to show restraint during
Monday's pro-democracy demonstra-
tions in Leipzig, East Berlin and
Dresden, the sources said. ICrenz often
is mentioned as a successor to Honecker.
Late Wednesday, the official news
agency ADN said Honecker had
postponed a visit to Denmark schedul-
ed for Oct. 25-26. No reason was given.
Hager, one of the hierarchy's most in-
fluential figures, recommended a greater
role for the people in solving national
problems, a more open society and
reform of the state-controlled news
media. He did not suggest specific
actions.
Hager, di-077,-1=de the recommen-
dations in an interview Saturday with the
Soviet weekly newspaper Moscow News
while street protests were under way and
Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
was visiting East Germany.
-- State radio read his comments
Widnesday. Earlier in the day, the party
newspaper Neues Deutschland vigorous-
ly defended the country's communist
system.
"Our task in the immediate future is
to come up with a clear concept for the
development of necessary changes," said
Hager. who has been known as a hard-
liner opposed to the Gorbachev-style
(continued from page 1)
propriate funds to individual fraternities.
This was dispelled by Gallant when he
explained how the GSS has previously
been involved in such activities as the
Bananas the Bear's outfit.
The GSS meets on Tuesday night at
6 PM in 100 Neville Hall.
reforms in Eastern Europe.
"That will require, above all, the ac-
tive involvement of the people in solv-
ing important problems and a new policy
of public information. A freer and
broader discussion is developing in the
press. "
Virtually -all news media are under
strict official control.
Referring to themass exodus, mostly
of skilled young people, Hager said: "All
of the obstacles have to be cleared away
that have apparently prevented our youth
from developing their full potential."
Re said the -government should res-
pond to the "needs and mood" of the
people.
During his two-day visit last week for
East Germany's 40th anniversary, Gor-
bachev urged Honecker to make
democratic reforms.
Party officials in at least three East
German cities — Dresden, Leipzig and
Magdeburg — have either started talks
with pro-democracy activists or plann-
ed them, according to West German
news reports.
EATING
RIGHT
CAN HELP
REDUCE
THE RISK
OF CANCER.
It can also help
you reduce your weigni.
And since a 12-year study shows that
being 40% or more overweight puts •
you at high risk, it makes sense to follow
tt,ese guidelines for healthy living'
Eat plenty of fruits and vegetables
rich in vitamins A and C — oranges,
cantaloupe, strawberries, peaches,
apricots, broccoli, cauliflower,
brussel sprouts, cabbage. Eat a
high-fiber, low-fat diet that includes
whole-grain breads and cereals such
as oatmeal, bran and wheat. Eat lean
meats, fish, skinned poultry and low-
fat dairy products. Drink alcoholic
beverages only in moderation.
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MCA gift shop offers unique 'treasures'
by Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
It has everything from baskets made
by local Penobscot, Passamaquoddy and
Micmac Indians to kachinas (small
human figures from the Southwest), and
reproduced pottery from the
Teotihuacari culture.
What is it?
_It is the Hudson Museum Gift Shop,
Icated in the Maine Center for the Arts.
",Opened three years ago this May, the
shop was originally designed and built
as the museum director's office.
However, when Hudson Museum Direc-
tor Richard Emerick decided to continue
working out of his South Stevens Hall
office, the space became available.
With the general consensus of an
MCA advisory committee, the space as
then designated as the gift shop.
Because the shop had no money at the
time of its conception, Tilly Atkins, a
member of the advisory committee,
volunteered to start the shop. Having
had experience in retail, Atkins obtain-
ed merchants by attending gift shows
and making contacts in the Midwest.
Before long, the committee realized it
would take more than a volunteer to run
the shop. Applying for the position,
Atkins was then named manager of the
gift shop.
"I enjoy doing this," Atkins said
Iliesday. "I enjoy meeting a lot of dif-
ferent people."
The purpose of the shop, she said, is
to present items for sale that reflect
museum exhibits.
"I buy things that are related to ex-
hibits," Atkins said. "Eventually, I'd
like a line of items that are_reproductions
of our own permanent exhibits," she
said.
In the meantime, Atkins sells items
ranging in price from 25 cents to S400.
She carries handmade, stenciled cedar
boxes from British Columbia, Pre-
Columbian reproductions and carved
soap stones from Eskimos in the Hud-
sari au _area_
Atkins also has Zuni fetishes made by
the Zuni Indians. Said to be objects in
which spirits dwell, fetishes are "almost
•Police
like good luck charms" usually carved
into animal form, Atkins said.
"Many of the things I carry are one
of a kind," she said.
While Atkins said approximately 80
percent of her sales are earrings, other
popular items include totem pole pen-
cils, tee shirts with native American
designs and bird whistles.
Because the gift shop is a new business
and.proceeds from sales have beeti used
to build inventory, it has yet to make a
profit.
However, Atkins hopes to have profits
at the end of this year.
Although a certain amount will go
back into the business, "profits will be
given directly to the Hudson Museum to
be used in their educational pro-.
gram, " Atkins said.
Supported largely by return shoppers,
the gift shop doesn't service many
university students.
"This (shop) is probably one of the
best kept secrets on campus," Atkins
said. "Students don't know it's a perma-
nent store."
There are a "tremendous amount of
items appropriate for birthday gifts for
roommates," Atkins said, -adding that
she will do special orders.
The gift shop, located to the left of the
MCA box office, is open from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.rn. Tuesday through Saturday and
from II a.m. to 3 p.m. on Sunday.
before the new legislation takes affect
will be "grandfathered, " he said.
According to Reynolds, before any of-
ficer is hired at UMaine, they have to go
through a set of guidelines.
"Currently, UMaine looks for college
graduates, former police officers, or
both, who will relate well with the
students:' he said.
After applying, potential applicants
go before a board that consists of patrol
officers, supervisors, command patrol
SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED
NB FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental income.
• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings oi ;cholarships fellow-
ships grants and loans representing over $10 billion in private serctet---- •
funding
• Many scholarships are given 10 students based on their academic interefta. career
plans. family heritage and place of residence
• There s money evadable fel students who have been newspaper carriers, grocery I
clerks cheerleaders, non-smokers etc
• Results GUARANTEED
CALL
ANYTIME
For A Free Brochure
(800) 346-6401
officers and possible Residential Life
officials.
Candidates are subject to a
background investigation and physicals
before being hired.
"Currently, we have some officers who
have past municipal experience and
some that are right out of college. Before
anyone can work for UMaine they have
to have the 100 hours of tftining," he
said.
Through a contractual agreement,
Reynolds said, the officers must also at-
tend 40 hours of "in-house" training
upon being hired. Officers can also at-
tend other forms of law enforcement
training IL and when it becomes
available. -
"We recently had some of our people
return from a two-day drug school,"
he said.
Reynolds said working for law en-
forcement on a campus the size of
UMaine can be a rewarding experience.
"Campus law enforcement is challeng-
ing, exciting and rewarding. We've had
people that we've dealt with in the past
come back later on in life and thanked
us for dealing with them," he said.
Reynolds said UMaine is much dif-
ferent then a local municipality.
"Often times our officers are probably
more active than any municipality. We're
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(continued from page I)
dealing with a population between the
ages of 18 and 24. 1 personally feel we
have a good relationship with the
students, but I wish some students would
come and ask questions before they go
and do something that is wrong. Often;
times, they don't even realize what they
are doing is wrong," he said.
Students are not the only group with
whom the police have 'good relations,
however.
Reynolds said the UMaine administra-
tion has been "very receptive" to the
needs of the public safety department.
"Our actions intervene a lot with
ResLife. The officers have a great reti
port with ResLife which makes for abet-
ter overall relationship," he said.
Once the new legislation takes effect,
newly hired UMaine police officers will
have the same certification as officers
in local towns such as Orono.
In Orono, any full-time officer must
attend the 520-hour training program,
according to Orono Police Capt. Litr--
wood Green.
Green said the 100-hour training pro-
gram sponsored by the academy is pro-
vided to his department for reserve
police officer training only.
Like UMaine, the Orono Police
Department also encourages its officers
to attend other forms of law enforce-
ment training and technique programs
offered locally or at the academy.
"All officers don't have to take them,
but if you can get them, you're much
better ahead in life. If you save
somebody just once as a result of going
to one of these schools, then it makes it
all worth it," he said.
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*VETS
(continued from page 1)
two interpreters — and an age
differential that left the two groups a
generation apart, the former soldiers
forged a common bond, according to
members of the U.S. contingent.
At the end of a day's climb, the Viet-
nam veterans sang "Where Have All the
Flowers Gone" and other songs of the
era. The Soviets shared their protest
songs, including the mournful "Black
Tulip," which took its name from the
helicopter that lifted out bodies of dead
Russian soldiers.
-We had sur rrrudriirCiZaMG,Tr' th:11
transcended our differences," said
Rheault. "We certainly felt a lot closer
to each other than any of us felt to our
own politicians."
The Soviet veterans — who refer to
themselves as Afghantsi — found instant
rapport with the Americans, or Viet-
namsi, sharing thoughts on each nation's
ill-fated struggle to shore up an un-
popular regime against a native uprising
that proved stronger than originally
thought.
Attitudes toward the respective wars
were strikingly similar, Rheault said,
citing the example of one of the Soviet
veterans, who displayed knife wounds
from hand-to-hand combat in
Afghanistan. —
"He was proud of having been a good
soldier, but he was not happy at having
been sent to fight that stupid war,"
Rheault said.
On the return home, the Afghantsi —
like their American counterparts — had
problems coming to terms with the
legacy of their war, particularly in their
dealings with civilians who couldn't
understand their war experiences,
Rheault said.
But unlike the Americans, many of
whom waited a decade or more before
they could even speak of Vietnam, the
veterans of Afghanistan wear their cam-
paign symbols and form clubs to sup-
port each other and assist widows and
orphans of comrades who died there,
Rheault said.
Rheault, a former commander of U.S.
Special Forces troops in Vietnam, is
himself no stranger to controversy. He
and five Green Beret subordinates were
arrested by the Army in 1%9 on charges
of murdering a South Vietnamese
civilian who was an alleged double
agent. Rheault was jailed for 70 days
before the Army abruptly dropped the
charges.
Rheault, who went on to develop in-
novative outdoor adventure programs at
the Hurricane Island Outward Bound
School in Maine, said the Tien Shan ex-
pedition reinforced the belief that hopes
for peace between the two powers lie in
greater understanding between the na-
tion's populations.
The hikers ascended as high as 13,000
feet, but there was no attempt to reach
a summit or plant flags on mountain-
tops. "We didn't want that," Rheault
said. "We wanted to use the wilderness
the way Outward Bound uses the
wilderness — to bring people
together."
The mountain setting, he maintains,
was the centerpiece of the trip and the
reason it proved so successful.
"You can get vets together in a room.
They've done that. But it wouldn't be the
same," he said.
The trek, which required the use of
ropes in many of the steeper areas, was
no walk in the woods, especially for the
Americans who ranged from age 40 up-
wards to the mid 60s.
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Editorial 
Talent show
at the GSS
T- he General Student Senate awarded the UniversitySingers $2,000 after they sang during its lliesdaynightmeeting.
— Now, it isn't uncommon for student organizations to ap-
r
yszah,.....,...e.  c le few Ft tnill4rt.g. Ce•rramtitnac thry nes+ 0,-.. fija...- ..
ding, sometimes not.
— What makes this request for funding different than most is
that the singers were only asking for $1,500.
That means their performance netted them an additonal $500
which they weren't even asking for. This has consequences.
When the semester ends and the senate is low on funds, future
organizations will have been unfairly deprived of needed
funding.
Dunn Hall senator Brent Littlefield said the singers were
awarded the extra money because they "went the extra mile"
to show they were serious about getting money.
And what if every organization went to the GSS with a per-
formance? For example, would the parachute club get more
money then it asked for if its members parachuted into the
senate's chambers? Would the chess club get more money if they
dressed up like chess pieces and played a game?
The adoption of a "talent show" policy of fund allocation
by the GSS is a disservice not only to students, but to student
organizations who don't have the same opportunity to present
a grand performance.
It seems that an organization which makes a heartfelt, ver-
bal pitch to senate doesn't stand as much chance to get fun-
ding as a group with singing members.
This kind of senatorial philosophy does not belong in stu-
dent government. They should gauge allocations on the senate's
ability to afford them and whether the money being spent is
-in the student's best interest. --- - -
Students pay $17.50 a piece in the form of an activity fee that
allows student government to make allocations to student
groups.
It's too bad students weren't informed of the free concert in
senate the other night. Then they'd truly be getting their money's
worth.
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Doublespeak dilemmas
About a week ago a few
friends and I were sitting'
around the newspaper offices,
swapping the latest juicy gossip
and discussing journalistic
ethics issues we don't unders-
tand, when a column idea came
by for a visit.
It's funny how that happens.
When there's a threat of column
space to fill, even column space
still a week down Procrastina-
tion Boulevard, everything
seems to look like a column
idea. Get some ridiculous junk
mail? See someone reverse
drink milk out their nose at the
cafeteria? See a radical feminist
allow a door to be held open for
her? See some CIA-looking
types staking out Wingate Hall?
All the world is a column idea,
and all that good stuff.
This time, the provoker was a
press release, which, of course,
was addressed to somebody
else. All my mail is leftovers,
unless you include the "ex-
clusive offers" I've been receiv-
ing for the last three years that
have "Congratulations Recent
Graduate" on the envelope.
This release was part of some
organization's quest to get more
media ink, and was pretty good
until it took off into the Land
of the Words Almost Nobody
Understands or Uses Correctly.
Let me explain. The release
started with the customary:
"Dear Corporate News
Hound," and continued with
a basic statement of purpose.
"You won't believe how fan-
tastic my organization is, and
because you won't believe it,
here are the events we have
planned in the immediate
future. You should get off ycur
butt and come watch our amaz-
ing organization in action,
because you have to see us to
believe how great and amazing
John Holyoke
and fantastic we are. If you
decide  not to come to our
events, please print this release
in its entirety or we will kill your
dog. Thank You."
Then came the bad part. A
note at the end said, "This
schedule is part of our bi-
monthly effort to harass the
local ne4is media." Two weeks
worth of events were listed.
"Geez, Bud," I said. "Not
very busy if they only have two
weeks worth of amazing events
planned for this bi-monthly
period, are they?"
"None, the original reci-
pient said. "Don't suppose they
mean they're going to send us
one every two weeks?"
"They can't," I said. "They
said bi-monthly, and that's once
every two months. I guess
they're so fantastic and amazing
that they tire themselves out
after two weeks, then have to
take six weeks off."
Of course, after we had pok-
ed our fun at the publicity-
seeking horde, we had to look
up the word to make sure we
weren't picking on some
publicity-scroungers without
good reason. Of course, it
would have been too late, but
we still would have felt like' .
boobs for at least five seconds 
As it turned out, this time we
weren't wrong, but we did ex-
amine our use of other tricky
bi- words, wondering if we us-
ed them correctly.
"Biplane. Tivo wings, right?"
"Every plane I've been on has
two wings," I said. "Four
wings? Ought to be a
quadplane, I guess." - -- --
"Biology. How does that
fit?"
"I don't know. The root
might be bio-, but if it's not, I'm
sure the bi- refers to the fact
that it took me two semesters to
get through."
"Bi Bi Birdie?"
"Shut up."
"Bias?"
"Dead basketball player,"
said. "Either that, or
preconceived notion that he
might be dead, even though I-
haven't seen his actual body'.'—'
"-Binomial nomenclature?"
"You're cheating. No dic-
tionaries:'
"Bikini?"
"Eighth wonder of the
world!' I said. "'No pieces of
cloth, a beach. What else is
there?"
"Bisexual?"
"Tough one. Does it mean the
person had sex twice and didn't
like it?"
"Don't think so!'
"It's got to be a question of
convenience, then. There are
two sexes, and a bisexual must
not be too picky. Take it where
you can get it, so to speak."
1
"Bye."
John Holyoke is a senior
journalism major.
- 7-
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Response
CIA not proven guilty
To the editor:
ment in Monday's paper and
found it to be the straw that
broke the rhetorical camel's
hack  Itatik_LIILe.sirr• yen with 
the_following reaction:
It seems that the University
of Maine has a policy ( a damn
good one, if you ask me) of de-
nying access to recruitment
facilities to agencies in violation
of federal law. Now, there also
seems to be "a substantial legal
opinion indicating that the CIA
is in violation of federal
statutes. "
However, here in America, a
body is innocent until proven
guilty in a court of law. And in
the case of the CIA, that has
not been the case. I hus,
although I happen to be one of
the members of that substantial
group of people who is
that the CIA is and has
been in violation of federal law,
I strongly feel that the agency is
within the bounds of Universi-
ty policy.
I read part 1 of Michael Yet, we continue to discuss
Howard's seriesbtitTA—recruIP—making- -an exception to this
policy in the case of the CIA.
Why? Well, Michael Howard
stated in his article that there
were___thee_ compelling issues_
before us: those of violations of
international law, inhumane
and anti-democratic practices,
and discrimination, specifical-
ly against gays and lesbians.
Let me say that for exactly
these reasons, I won't be visiting
the CIA recruitment officer this
.year _or _any :time_ in "ht. near
future. I made the decision on
my own and I'm sure that my
fellow students will do likewise,
although some will arrive at dif-
ferent conclusions. And that is
okay.
Michael Howard, I respect
you for attempting to deal with
the moral dilemma at CIA
reettntment here on campus,
butt me and my fellow
students have the
opportunity.
same
Bush's Panama
Inaction prudent-
To the editor:
W4, does everyone want
assurances that what happened
(or failed to happen) last week
in Panama does not happen
again? No, I don't condone the
interference of the United States
anywhere and anytime it
wishes-as has often been the
policy of our government.
Actually, I found Bush's
relative inaction a prudent
move. It shows that our Presi-
dent is not a puppet, who will
think and act as a direct result
of the demands of a handful of
people that merely seem to
possess the most power (name-
-bythe media and the political
critics in Washington). In fact,
Bush was diplomatic enough to
realize. heré the real power
exists-on the international
'front.
I believe, Bash was concern-
ed with how any extreme action
in Panama would be taken by
other countries, especially the
Soviet Union. This stance, most
probably, will auger the respect
for our current leader that has
been lacking as a result of prior
administrations.
Personally, I am relieved
Bush actually thinks and acts
on his own minimal acceptance
of political pressure. Not only
will the UnitectStates appear as
less of a "Bully", but our own
people can find hope in a solid,
non-conforming role model for
our children. Maybe now, some
real issues can be dealt with in-
stead of just bantering them
about as "issues of concern".
Sometimes, being less conser-
vative and more active/liberal
gets more accomplished - as
even Bush has demonstrated.
Stephanie L. Hamm
WHEN WRITING...
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes let-
ters to the editor and commentaries from
members of the university community. Let-
ters should be 300 words or less, and com-
mentaries about 450 words. In order to
verify the validity of letters, we must have-
a name, address, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcomes
-anonVmous letters, it will riot print them
unless a special arrangement for withholding
the name has been made with the editor.
The Mame Campus reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste, and libel.
Even you can admit that
there are two sides to this issue.
We don't want you and your
special cOmmittee shutting off
the other side. If you really
believe in democracy and
freedom, put your energy into
spreading the word on the CIA,
not into preventing them from
doing so.
Stephane Fitch
- Bangor
To the editor:
I was struck by the compas-
sionate lens through which
Jonathan Bach observed the
campus on a balmy Friday
afternoon in late September.
Through iiitie.n.iOLCOMPas-
sion, I saw wisdom, patience
and tolerance. It was a vision of
the future of humanity.
Telepathically, I asked him,
"Speak to me of 'Thanksgiv-
ing'. " And this if what I
heard:
"Thanksgiving is a way of
saying, 'I appreciate you. You
Fe valuable and good! And in
making others feel valuable and
good we make ourselves feel
valuable and good. It calms the
spirit and frees the soul of
negative feelings that separate
us one from another."
Then I asked him, "Speak to
me of 'forgiveness'. " And I
heard:
"Likewise, forgiveness
removes the strangulating bar-
riers of anger that our proud lit-
tle egos have placed around
themselves to resist ego-
threatening disagreements.
Forgiveness releases the love
we've locked up in barricaded
hearts; then that love leaps over
the barriers like a track star
stepping over hurdles on his way
to exhilarated victory.
Thanksgiving and forgiveness
are real freedoms. "
Finally, I asked, "Speak to
me of 'pride'." And I heard:
"Pride is the root of all evil,
for it tries to set one above
another.
Replace pride with humility
and you will replace struggle
with peaceful creativity and
joyful productivity.
Replace pride with love, and
you will replace discord and
waste with harmony and pro-
sperity for all. Replace narrow-
minded pride with knowledge
of the Cosmic Law, and you will
replace confusion, misery, and
darkness with peace, joy, and
Light.
Valm ore Vardam is
Bangor
Sasquatch is intriguing
To the editor:
Sasquatch. I've heard a little
bit about this group, starting
-with-their booth at parents and,
friends weekend.
They seem to be asking peo-
ple to 1) think and act for
themselves and 2) give up.
Seems to me these are con-
flicting sentiments. Perhaps
they hope to instruct us in the
art of "double-think" first
coined by George Orwell. Kind
of neat, to be able to fully
believe two contradictory
statements at the same time. On
the other hand, it's kind of
scary.
It's like trying to believe the
rhetoric that George Bush's
pro-education stance means
that by voting for him, there
will be more financial aid
available, while at the same time
looking at his proposed budget.
Equally absurd is the idea
that words have only one mean-
ing. If so, we could then assume
that whenever one. says
"salesman" or "repairman" or
"freshman" they automatical-
ly include all women as part of
that category.
The problem is, words quite
frequently have more than one
meaning.
In German they differentiate
between Mann and Man.
Why? Because, there is the
- recognition that when a person
means anyone, that is, of either
sex, the word "Man" (one) it
used.
When referring to a man, not
a woman, as in husband, the
word "Mann" is used.
Words have a great effect on
people. They shape percep-
tions, or reinforce those already
formed. "Chairwoman" seems
awkward, oddly wrong.
Why? It's not because
women don't possess the skills
or the intelligence to execute the
position, but because tradi-
tionally the position has been
held by men. We have gotten
used to thinking in a certain
way. "Chairman" has the con-
notation of a male position.
The adaptation of language to
changing social conditions is a
natural ongoing process. By
modifying some terms we can
be more precise (Chairwoman)
or less exclusive (Chairperson)
depending upon what is deem-
ed more appropriate. Either
way, the changes are words.
Words do have meaning and -
words are very important, but
they are only extensions of who
tt.
we are. Changing a term here
and there has been done since
human beings first began to
speak.
GEtting back to Silquatch,
I'm intrigued by them.
They invite us (I believe they
called us cattle) to think, to be
different, to assert ourselves.
It's as though they place
themselves on the outside (of
what I'm not sure) looking in.
They seem to hope to get a
reaction of some kind, though
they don't seem to be for
anything but themselves.
(Ayn Rand would be SO pro-
ud.) If we react, do they disap-
pear? Indeed, is my reaction
enough to fulfill their mission?
The random placement of
words and phrases on their pro-
paganda sheet, and their ab-
solute dismissal of all causes
and terminology, seems to in-
dicate they are beyond it all, or
at least they think they are.
Words do have meanings, as
I said earlier, and though Sas-
quatch uses them creatively,
they are still bound by these
meanings. In fact, there is a
word that sums up what they
are quite succinctly. Sorry,
folks, but you're Post-Modern.
Paul Pickering
+111,01.—Cas.
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Nobel Economic Prize
awarded to Haavelmo
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) —
Trygve Haavelmo, a Norwegian pro-
fessor who dislikes awards for
academics, won the Nobel Memorial
Prize in Economic Science on Wednes-
day for using statistics and probability
to forecast how economies behave.
Haavelmo "had a swift and
pathbreaking influence" on the new
science of econometrics with his pro-
bability theory, the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences said in announc-
ing the award.
"I am honored, anyone would be. But
I had nothing to do with making this
award. I really have nothing to say,"
said Haavelmo, 77, in an interview.
The prize "is quite irrelevant to the
real issues. I'm exhausted and I have
nothing more to say," he added.
Haavelmo, who still works part time
at the University of Oslo, has privately
voiced disdain for academic prizes, col-
leagues said. Tore Thornstad, a co-
worker at the university, described
Haavelmo as a shy, reserved person who
prefers research and teaching to being in
the limelight.
In his 1941 doctoral dissertation for
Harvard University, Haavelmo
pioneered the field of econometrics,
which introduced statistical probability
to economic testing and forecasting.
The thesis was published in 1944. Ten
years later he published a book of his
research on economic development
theory.
The Academy of Sciences said in its
citation that Haavelmo was awarded the
$469,000 prize "for his clarification of
the probability theory foundations of
econometrics and his analysis of
simultaneous economic structures."
Asar Lindbeck, head of the academy's
prize committee and a personal friend
of Haavelmo, called him "the father of
modern econometrics" and a dominant
figure in post-war economietheories.
"As soon as you take a serious report
in your hand or a long-term projection,
it is econometrics that charts the rela-
tionship between all quantitative
economic analyses," Lindbeck told
reporters.
 fp Read the
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Credit cards for teens
source of controversy
DENVER (AP) — Would you give
a credit card to a teen-ager? Linda
Fingersh would.
"We felt that it would be to his ad-
vantage to learn about credit now in
a small, controlled environment,"
said Mrs. Fengersh, who helped her
I3-year-old son, Adam, get a credit
card from the Young Americans
Bank. "He's very very responsible
and that's why we -signed."
More than 300 teen-agers have ap-
plied for credit cards since they were
offered- Aug. 3, said Leanne Cadman,—
a loan officer at the bank. Ten have
been approved so far, but the bank
noted that many applications are still
being processed.
The bank's premise is simple:
Credit is a fact of life, and every
youngster needs to learn how to use
it responsibly. "What we're trying to
do is to teach them...make sure what
you're buying is worth it," Cadman
said.
The card has a $100 limit, and is
available to people who are at least 12
years old who have had a savings ac-
count with a minimum $10 balance
for at least six months. Applicants
must have an adult co-signer. The an-
nual fee is $15, and the card carries
. percent annual percentage
rate.
Deb Breeling, a spokeswoman at
the bank, said other banks offer
credit cards in children's names on
their parents' accounts but, 'as far as
just having it in the child's name, I
think ours is the only one"
Adam Fingersh said the card will
help teen-agers learn the proper use
of credit.
"At sonielibirit; *ere going to have
to learn about credit. It's better to
learn with a $100 limit," said Adam,
v ,ho plans to use his card mainly in
-his- T-shirt business, Adam's Designs.
Consumer-oriented groups, such as
the National Center for Financial
Education, have criticized the bank's
program, claiming it teaches "buy
now and pay later'.'
"Credit card abuse and the
overspending that credit cards are
leading to is a very serious problem
in our society',' said Loren Dunton,
executive director of the San Diego-
based center. The non-profit
organization has launched a drive to
discourage credit cards for teen-agers.
Our campaign is to discourage
other banks from following suit
around the country," she said. "You
can teach firearms without giving
kids a loaded gun. You can teach
credit card responsibility without giv,
ing young teens a credit card."
***********************
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Meeting and Practice
Monday October E, 1989
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
All Purpose Room Memorial Gym
Any Questions? Come to the Meeting!
Guys and Girls needed
No Experience is Necessary
***********************
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Need Guitar
Strings?
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Dr. Records
20 Main St.
Orono, 866-7874
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Andy Bean
Getting off
the right foot
When a team is 6-0 it's difficult to
say that it has a weakness.
But the University of Maine foot-
ball team has one.
The UMaine kickoff team has been
less than perfect this year. Kickoffs
have been short and coverage has
been weak, giving opponents better-
than-average field position on many
occasions.
This weekend could be the biggest
challenge for the achilles tendon of
the Black Bears, when they travel to
the University of Rhode Island to take
on the Rams.
Saturday, UMaine will have to con-
tend with the nation's leading kickoff
returner, freshman Chris Pierce, who
is averaging 33.8 yards per return.
In their first five games the Black
Bears gave up almost 600 yards in
returns. At least twice opponents
came close to returning kicks for
touchdowns.
New Hampshire's Kyle Cripps
returned a kick for 50 yards and
Massachusett's Jerome Bledsoe went
66 yards on a UMaine kickott this
season. Freshman placekicker Lance
McCleish has had to make two tackles
himself this year. That's not good.
But the UMaine kicking team
showed signs of improvement against
Lock Haven last weekend. Aggressive
tackles and solid kicks by McCleish
held the Eagles to 56 return yards on
eight kicks.
It's true that Lock Haven is Divi-
sion II and smaller in size, but in any
other situation the ball would travel
just as.far. Parts are parts and kicks
are kicks.
Head coach Tom Lichtenberg said
McCleish's recent improvement is due
to increased confidence. "I think he
has more self-confidence and knows
he can do the job at this level,"
Lichtenberg said.
That confidence appears to be
replacing the common first-year jit-
ters that were present at the beginn-
ing of the season.
The NCAA passed a new rule that
doesn't allow tees to be used for field
goals or extra point attempts, mak-
ing an already difficult adjustment to
college football more difficult for
McCleish.
This season he missed his first ex-
tra point attempt of the season and
his kickoffs were often short, or out-
(see BEAN page 10)
Sports
Point system still controversial
Baldacci wants
system to be
stopped
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
The original intent behind the Black
Bear Point Fund System was to ;raise
revenues for athletics, but it has turned
into another black cloud in public rela-
tions for the University of Maine and its
athletic programs.
State senator John Baldacci has gone
public as being against the system, but
in a meeting Tuesday night with Skip
Chappelle, head of the Black Bear Fund,
Chappelle said Baldacci "torjed down
his comments. "
"What it came down to basically was
the public perception of the pro-
gram," Chappelle said. "The public
sees it as an evil, bad thing."
Chappelle did agree that the way the
plan was made public was "not how we
should have done it."
But Baldacci is still of the same
opihion.
"I am still very much opposed to the
system and the preferential parking
policy. The essence of my remarks are
still the same. It has to be stopped."
 On the _first day it_was announced,
complaints were heard on the policy,
which gives opportunities for season
tickets to be given out alternatively bet-
ween people on the traditional waiting
list and the highest point total in the
system, as well as VIP parking status.
Chappelle said that "very little" was
going with the system itself and
reiterated some points that may have not
been fully understood.
"There has been no displacement of
season ticket holders," Chappelle said.
"Some might say that eventually so-
meone will be displaced. I can't say when
and if that will happen.
"Nobody has come out and said that
the seats are going to be given to the peo-
ple with the most money. And the idea
that season ticket holders who do not
want to give more than the price of their
tickets will be displeased is wrong. That
will not happen here."
In other programs of this nature
across the country, displacement has
occurred.
Baldacci wants the policy to be
brought to the public.
"There should be more public scrutiny
involved. The University of Maine is not
a private school."
Baldacci was upset that the release was
given out, but the opportunity to ask
questions was not available.
"Only after the initial uproar, that is
when they changed some of the wor-
ding," Baldacci said. "They have
avoided public comment. They should
take the initiative!'
Kevin White, Director of Athletics,
assured Baldacci that this would be
done, but "outside of some ads, there
hasn't been anything."
"I am just trying to give them some
advice. I am not after the university. A
more public forum is needed. People
were and are upset about it. They must
bring the public into it. Any time you
jeopardize the support of the universi-
...--,4.
ty, you will hurt support for future pro-
jects. "
Baldacci also added that maybe his
comments will "knock some common
sense into them."
Presdient Dale Lick and White were
not available for comment,
The Bangor Daily News has been par-
ticularly adamant in its position against
the policy from the beginning.
"I'm against it," said Joe
McLaughlin, an assistant sports editor
for the newpaper. "There must be a bet-
ter way to do it (raise money). This is not
the stance of the paper, just my opinion
as a columnist!'
McLaughlin and staff reporter Larry
Mahoney have written columns against
the system.
The negative response comes despite
the fact that similar programs have been
established across the country, and the
university is having trouble getting the
funding it needs to support athletic
programs.
Chappelle said in the days after the
policy began, "Our lack of funds is pull-
ing at our coattails every day. We need
scholarships badly. We are desparately
underfunded. " --- -
In order to enhance the image of the
program, Chappelle said it is necessary
to "tell the story and get it out. But this
is difficult to put in writing."
"We are on the right track. I don't
want to regress. To me, if the football
team had anything to do with the golf
team going over to Middlebury (the
ECAC qualifier) and winning, then it's
working. Whether it's pride or whatever,
it's working."
Walker still in Dallas
despite trade rumors
IRVING, Texas (AP) - Herschel
Walker, armed with his playbook, went
to a team meeting Wednesday confident
he will be with the Dallas Cowboys Sun-
day, although his agents and team of-
ficials were negotiating a trade.
Asked about his chances for still ge-
ing with winless Dallas for Sunday's
game against San Francisco, Walker
said, "Good, I reckon. Nothing's hap-
pened."
The Pro Bowl running back, who has
joked with reporters for several days
about his departure, was more serious
Wednesday. •
"I'm planning on playing with the
Cowboys unless something changes,"
he said.
Walker didn't say what that
"something" could be.
"There are a lot of teams interested
and we're listening to what they say,"
he said.
"We're still working on it,
Cowboys owner Jerry Jones said. "As of
now Herschel.. is a Dallas Cowboy.
There's no timetable."
Jones said Walker is worth the same
'kind of price the Los Angeles Rams got
for Eric Dickerson. The Rams obtained
two players and six draft choices from
the Indianapolic Colts for Dickerson.
After the NFL owners' meeting in
nearby Grapevine Tuesday night,
Walker's agents, Peter Johnson and
Ralph Cindrich, met until 2 a.m. with
Jones, Cowboys coach Jimmy Johnson
and Minnesota Vikinis general manager
Mike Lynn.
Lalonde to give defense
a try for hockey team
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
Forward Christian Lalonde will get
a shot at defense Saturday when the
University of Maine hockey team
faces Merrimack College in an exhibi-
tion game on Saturday.
But don't get alarmed, fans. The
move by Coach Shawn Walsh is bas-
ed on Lalonde's attributes and the
team's bulk of top-notch front liners.
"Christian is big," Walsh said,
"he's strong and he's an excellent
skater. Plus he is an experienced
player. With the depth up front, we
can afford to look at him on
defense. "
Lalonde is not new to playing..
defenseman, having done so in sum-
mer leagues.
"All that we can do is give him a
good hard look," Walsh said. "It
should be an interesting move."
UMaines second Blue/White game
in Winslow Tuesday night was won by
the Blue team again, 5-0, with one
player surprising Walsh the most.
"Justin Tomberline came out of
nowhere," he said. Tomberline was
the first star for his two-goal, one-
assist performance.
Steve Tepper added one goal and
an assist, with Steve Widmeyer and
Claudio Scremin notching the other
goals.
"We played better defense in this
game. There were less real scoring
chances.
"Something that we did," Walsh
added, "is that we didn't play our top
lines together. It gave us a chance to
see what some of the other players
could do."
Scott King saved all 24 shots he fac-
ed, with Matt DelGuidice stopping 18
of 19, leaving the impression that the
top two goalies are getting ready.
"Following both intra-squad
games, we have a better handle on
who we should look at in terms of
line combinations," Walsh said.
The Black Bears will face Mer-
rimack Saturday at 7 p.m. in Alfond
Arena.
•-
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Air Force hoping for upset of No. 1 Irish
by Rick Warner
AP football writer
They may have booed Ger,y Faust at
Notre Dame, but they loved iim at Air
Force. 
Before he came to South Bend, Air
Force was 0-11 against Notre Dame.
After Faust arrived, Air Forc • won four
straight over the Fighting irish from
1982-85. —
Then disaster struck for the Falcons
- Faust resigned and was replaced by Lou
Holtz. Since then, Notre Dame has
resumed its dominatiop of Air Force
with three easy wins.
Both teams are undefeated heading in-
to -Saturday's meeting at Colorado
Springs.
Top-ranked Notre Dame is 3-0 and
riding a 17-game winning streak, the na-
tion's longest. Air Force is 6-0 and tied
*Bean
of-bounds, but Saturday the scene
was different.
The first-year kicker converted on
eight straight PAT's to tie the UMaine
modern record for extra points in a
game and he consistently drove the
ball 45-plus yards on kickoffs.
The achilles tendon appears to be
mending .. and maybe at the right
time.
The high-powered offense and
stubborn defense has allowed the
special teams to make mistakes
without negative consequences. But
(continued from page 9)
the tough part of UMaine's Yankee
Conference schedule lies ahead.
With six games chalked up to ex-
perience, the special teams may be
ready to prove just how special the!,
are.
To keep the win streak 'alive,
McCleish and company must con-
tinue to improve.
Andy Bean is a senior journalism
Aajor from Burlington, Vermont who
couldn't kick a football to save his
life.
CLASSIFIEDS
CARS FOR SALE
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SFUTD
VEHICLES frorn $100. Fords. Mercedes.
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyeis Guide
1-2-838-8885 Ext . A18402
HELP WANTED
. 
- .
Oveiseas lobs. $900-2000 mo. Summer, yr.
round, Al] Countries. Al] Fields. Free Info. Write:
IK PO Bx, 52-ME01 Corona Del Mar CA.
92625
Pounces now open, make $400 to $1000 a week
selling condos Thurs night 7 to 9. Sat and Sun
CALL 825-3483 Leave message
SPRING BREAK 1990 - Individual or student
organization needed to promote our Spnrig Break
trips. Earn money, be trips and valuable .i.ork ex-
perience. APPLY NOW!! Call Inter-Campus
Programs. 1-800-327-W13
TRAVEL SALES - Sell spring break package burs to
Jamaica and Margarita Island. Earn free trawl and
extra cash. Great sales experience and flexible
hours. CALL: 1-800-426-7710
WAITER/WAITRESS: Gianfranoos is looking for
Part-time help during the days on the weekends.
Pleasant atmosphoe located in Downtown Bangor.
Call John or Sandy at: 942-6699 between 1:00
and 230 PM.
CAMPUS Representames Needed br 'Spring Break
90 programs to Mexico-Bahamas-Florida & S.
Padre Island-Lam Free vacation Plus,$$$$. CALL:
1-800-448-2421
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING, PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,700.01) IN ONLY 10 DAYS!! Student
groups, fraternities and sororities needed for
marketing prorect on campus. For details plus a
FRET GIFT. group officers CALL. 1-800-950-8472
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED. Earn big commissions
and free trips by selling Nassau/Paradise Wand,
Cancun, Mexico, Jamaica & Ski Trips to Vermont
& Colorado. For more information CAII Toil Free:
1-800-344-8360 or in Ct. (20)) 967-3330
CLASSIFIEDS
HOMES FOR SALE
Al I LNTION- GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U-repair). Deknquent tax poverty. Repossesions
CALL 1-602-838-8885 Ext. Gr1118402
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Michael.- Your Mom & Dad gave you
a nice watch. Shame. for losing it in Little Hall.
I haw it -- Want it?? Kate: Phone - 581-4621,
Rm. 116
for 17th in this week's poll.
Notre Dame may have the best team
in the country, but Air Force has th- No.
1 running attack. The Falcons average
449 yards per game on the ground, in-
cluding 134 by Heisman contender .)ee
Doss.
But they haven't faced a defense like
Notre Dame's, which is giving up only
94 rushing yards per game.
Notre Dame is favored by 121/2 points.
Unless Gerry Faust shows up as guest
coach, it won't be that close.
NOIRE DAME 42-24
San Jose State at No. 2 Miami
If the Hurricanes lose two more
quarterbacks, they cold be in trouble.
MIAMI 56-10
No. 3 Colorado at Iowa State
Here's a scary thought: Missouri cor-
nerback Otis Smith says the Buffaloes
are much better than Miami.
COLORADO 45-7.
No. 4 Nebraska at Missouri
So Otis, how would you rate those
Cornhuskers?
NEBRASKA 52-10.
No. 4 Michigan vs. Michigan State
The three knockdown rule has been
waived for this backyard brawl.
MICHIGAN 17-10.
Na .7 Arkansas at Texas Tech 
Texas Tech, coming off a victory over
Texas A&M, goes for its second straight
upset. ARKANSAS 24-21.
No. 8 Houston at Texas A&M, TTi
No one has been able to stop
Houston's aerial attack. HOUSTON
32-28. 
_
Navy at No. 9 Pittsburgh
The Panthers are the new Beast of the
East. PITTSBURGH 38-7.
UMaine edges Bowdoin
College 2-0 in overtime
LOST - Class Ring Lost; Last Seen In held House
Lost on September 17 If found return to 201 Oak
Hall Caribou High School Class Ring, White Stone
35 Dollar Reward
LOST - red/bladc wire-rim glasses in black Liz Clair
bourne case If found please ( all 827-2455 after
5-00
PERSONALS
Single white male. 21. seeking single white female
in early or mid 20's for companionship in honest,
cornmited, romantic, understanding relationship.
Must like to talk, lare around or be able to spon-
taneously drrw to Portland for the hell of it Car
optional. Write to jim Sanders courtesy of the
Daily Maine Campus..
RH - How's it going? When ate you going to make
me a tape? When you do you might get your shirt
back.
TYPING
Need help with typing? I'll do your Term PcIpUIN.
Form Papers. eic., in my home. CALL Debbie.
732-4304
ESSAYS & REPORTS
'79,278 to choose from — all subjects
Draw Canto.; Today wall VS/MC 0, COO
u1 800-(351-02e2299,;( :93,2
Of. rush 42 00 to Essays 4 Reports
11322 Idaho Ave 1206 SN Los Angeles CA 90025
Cuslizen restarcr, also available-at levels
From staff reports
The.University of Maine soccer team
improved its record to 7-4-1 with a 2-0
win over Bowdoin College in double
overtime.
Charlie Carroll struck first for the
Black Bears, putting a deflection in from
six yards out at 4:39 into the first over-
time. UMaine's second goal came on a
corner kick. David Kelley connected on
a kick from Carroll for the final margin
of victory.
Black Bear goalie Todd Brennan made
five saves while Bruce Wilson stopped
four shots for Bowdoin College, which
fell to 4-3-1 on the season.
-rUMaine faces the University of Ver-
mont on Saturday. The Black Bears need
a win against either Vermont or the
University of Hartford to keep their
North Atlantic Conference playoff
hopes alive.
The Catamounts lost to UMaine 1-0
last year, costing them the NAC title. _
IN SEARCH or
LEADER
THE THIRD ANNUAL
STUDENT LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1989 -
Students -- are you looking for an opportunity for
leadership development in such areas as leadership
styles, change theory, and communication skills?
If so, twenty-five spaces are now available to
those individuals who are willing to make a
commitment to this conference which includes
sixteen workshops, a keynote speaker, and a panel
discussion at noon.
If you have an interest or would like more
information about this exciting annual
conference, please call the Center for
Student Services at 581-1406.
-AW-411.-AWMA. 00 Z0 40:40,14P-0-0 0-411,....1,111.Z. 4.:AP.
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OAKLAND (AP) - Do spring train-
ing games mean anything? The Oakland
Athletics sure hope so.
The A's won eight of nine exhibition
meetings with San Francisco last spring,
and outscored the Giants 65-.32, averag-
ing 7.2 runs to the Giants' 1.6.
The Athletics and Giants played a Bay
Bridge Series in the last three games of
the exhibition, and Oakland swept:
Starting Saturday night, The Giants
and A's will play another Bay Bridge
Series, this time for the world
championship.
Oakland center fielder Dave Hender-
son had a particularly easy time with
San Francisco pitching last spring.
Henderson was 12-for-23 (.522) with
eight RBIs and two homers.
"People aren't the same as they are in
spring training. But if there's any team
in the National League we know, it's the
Giants," said reliever Dennis
Eckersley, who allowed one run and four
hits in five innings against the Giants.
One of the A's best hitters against the
Giants last spring is no longer with the
team.
Luis Polonia was 13-for-33 with seven
runs scored. He had three hits when the
A's routed the Giants 20-7.
But Polonia was traded on June 20
along with Greg Cadaret and Eric Plunk
for Rickey Henderson.
"I grew up out here and this is Giant
country," Eckersley said, "so it's going
.
to be a little tough on us."
During the spring, the A's held Will
Clark to seven hits in 29 at-bats, but
Kevin Mitchell was 12-for-23 (.522) with
three homers and five BBIA. . -
"I don't want anybody to think that
they're just a team of Clark and Mitchell
just like we're not a team of McGwire
and Canseco," said Dave Stewart, who
will pitch Game I for the A's.
McGwire also had a big spring against
the Giants, going 10-for-27 with four
home runs and nine RBIs. Canseco
missed most of spring training with a
wrist iirjury.
The Giants will start right-hander
 ALCONOL AWARZNZE1 MONTI!
Question: On the Interstate there are signs that say
"Maine has a tough drunk driving law." What's tough?
Answer: A criminal conviction for a first offense of drinking while driving can
get you two days in jail, a fine of $350, and loss of your drivers license for 90
days. If you are under 21 and refuse a breath test for blood alcohol content you
can lose your drivers license for one year.
For more information about Substance Abuse Services, or to submit questions for
this column, stop by the Cutler Health Center, or call 581-4016.
 1
Scott Garrelts in Game I, and he had a
rough time in the spring.
In 11 innings against Oakland, Gar-
relts allowed 14 hits and 10 runs. Rick
Reuschel, who will probably start Game
2 for the Giants, made one spring ap-
pearance against the A's and allowed
eight hits and five runs in 4 Vi innings.
The Giants also had trouble with Stan
Javier (9-for-21) and Tony Phillips (.333).
of us being eight-out-of-nine better. I
think we are very evenly matched."
Bob Welch made three starts against
the Giants in spring training and allow-
ed 14 hits and nine runs in 15 innings.
"If you look at those games, there are
a lot of guys who aren't even playing in
this series:' Welch said. "We know them,
though, and they know us!'
Giants third baseman Matt Williams
"We ViOIL a lot of those games late.:"__ _ _hopes he knows Oakland, a little better.
Oakland manager Tony La Russa said. Williams was 1-for-32 against the A's.
"I don't think it was a good indication At least that one hit was a home run.
Like to write? Like sports? Then whynot
write for the Campus? Call 581-1268
SKI
THE BEST
SUGARLOAF/USA
A Full Season of Skiing for only $300
9 days of skiing pays for pass.
Tickets Available:
Athletic Ticket Office
Memorial Gynr
YOUMOU Dour
October 31st, 8 p.m. at The Maine Center for the Arts
-$10.00 for UMaine Students, $14.00 for General Public
The Senegal's own Youssou N'Dour—straightironiAmnesty
International's Human Rights Now! Tour (with Peter, Tracy,
Bruce and Sting) to the Maine Center for the Arts!
Last Year, Ladysmith Black Mambazo thrilled a sold-out
UMaine audience. International superstar N'Dour promises to
do just that, and more, when he brings his all-star band to
UMaine on Halloween Night!
In return for N'Dour's help on recent albums (that's Youssou •
leading the African chanting on, "In Your Eyes"),Peter Gabriel
has helped produce Youssou's brand-new album, The Lion, a
more mainstream sounding effort that will surely raise N'Dour's
American status to the same level of superstardom he enjoys
world-wide!
So come on down to the Maine Center for the Arts for a funky
Halloween evening of international music with Youssou N' Dour!
(Special Guest: Mamma Tounge)
For. Ticket A 0 Information, Call the MCA box Office at 581475
brought to you by the UMaine Concert. Committee 0 The-Maine Center fOr the Arts
in association with the Alumni Association and the Prrident.8.0ffice
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Check out an
IBM PS/2.
It could save the
semester. And win
you a Jeep!
,
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Caught in the crush of'
Ch-emistry cramming
 
you going to do it.
-- Before you get swamped in papers.
get a great back-to-school deal on
' — the IBM Personal System/2 that's
best for you. When you buy one of
the five special IBM PS/2's,E, you
can also get terrific buys on an IBM
Proprinter' and PRODIGYnhe re-
m a rk a ble information, entertainment
and shopping computer service. Try
PAW" jiw •
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out an IBM PS/2. then try your luck
and enter IBM's PS/2 it! Sweep-
stakes. You could win a new JEEP -
WRANGLER!
Come see us and enter the
sweepstakes
University of Maine
Instructional Systems Center
11 Shibles Hall
581-2510
Sweepstakes Rules
NO DEMONSTRATION OR PURCHASE NECESSARY
Sweepstakes open to students eligible to purchase
IBM PS,. 2 products under IBM s Educational Project
Coordinator (EPC) or Campus Technology Center
(CTC) agreement For complete rules and entry form
call, toll free 1 800-356 4053 Sweepstakes ends
October 31.1989 Void where-faced restricted of
prohibited by law
-cr-recealm.
an.
%kr
Est..
PS/2 it
IN
•
•
• IBM. Personai System/ 2 and PS 2 are registered ,
of International Business Machines Corporation PRO,DiG'r
is a registered trademark of Prodigy Services Company a
partnership of IBM and Sears JEEP and WRAfIGLEg are
registered trademarks of JEEP CORPORATION
-Prop/inter frirtradernark at interriar,ohat Business
Machines Corporation
41,
•
